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The linear properties and saturation mechanisms of the lower-hybrid drift

instability have been investigated using a one-dimensional particle-hybrid simu-

lation. For low drift velocities ( v,,/ v,, ), ion trapping and current relaxation

( -01 Iare competing processes for stabilization. If the relative electron-ion

drift velocity is kept constant in time, ion trapping causes the end of instability
4 growth- if this drift is allowed to decrease consistent with momentum balance,

then saturation is due to current relaxation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lower-hybrid drift instability' may play an important role in the dynamics of plasma

experiments, such as 0-pinches and field-reversed configurations. According to the linear

theory and experiments, during the implosion phase of a theta-pinch this instability is responsi-

ble for the flute observed in the current sheath region 2 - 4 . Two dimensional particle simula-

tions of this instability with a finite plasma beta value for large drift velocities were performed

by Winske and Liewer . During the post-implosion phase, it is considered to be the dominant

instability' . It' this instability saturates at high levels, it will contribute to anomalous tran-

sport, and influence the resistivity, for example. Saturation mechanisms of the lower-hybrid

drift instability during the post-implosion phase is the main concern of this paper.

In the post-implosion region, the difference of the cross-field velocity, %'d .- 1,, is

less than the ion thermal velocity, ,, = (TIm )1 2. Anomalous transport coefficients in this

region %ere derived from quasilinear theory7" . For low-beta plasmas, Davidson predicted that

current relaxation - 0. ) anid plateau formation ( 60,/6, - 0. in the ion velocity distri-

bution are generally competing processes for stabilization. If the initial drift velocity i'd is very

small. then it is energetically favorable for stabilization to occur through formation of the pla-

teau. Otherwise, plateau formation will not have been completed when the cross-field current

relaxes to zero. -lectron resonance broadening has also been considered as a possible satura-
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tion mechanism for high-beta plasmas 9 ".

In this paper, one-dimensional particle-hybrid simulation studies of the lower-hybrid dril

instability are presented. Our simulation model is a slab with a constant density gradient: the

ions are unmagnetized particles, shielded by strongly magnetized electrons through the linear

electron charge density susceptibility, X,.. Ions are initially in a steady equilibrium state with

the ion diamagnetic drift velocity cancelled by the ExB drift, corresponding to electrostatically

confined ions. At small amplitudes, our simulations show good agreement with linear theory,

such as the linear growth rate, the mode frequency, and the influence of finite beta effects asso-

ciated with the nonresonant VB,, electron orbit modifications'' '- . Ignoring effects of finite

beta, it is found that the end of wave growth is due to ion. trapping when both the density gra-

dient and the cross-field current velocity ',j are kept constant in time. When 1, is allowed to

vary in time, our simulations show that stabilization of the wave occurs through current relaxa-

tion.

In Section IILA, a brief review of the linear theory of the lower-hybrid drift instability is

given, A description of the simulation method is presented in Section lIB. We solve the linear

dispersion relation of our simulation model ( with a multibeaming system ) numerically. Com-

parisons of observed linear properties of the growing waves with linear theory are made and

given in Section III. Investigation of various saturation processes is presented in Section IV.

At lo, drift velocities, ion trapping causes the end of' wave growth when drift velocities are

kept constant in time. It is found that the saturation level predicted by quasilinear theory is the

saturation level of the most unstable mode for ion trapping. A detailed explanation is given in

Section III.A. An analytic formula for the saturated field energy spectrum in k space for ion

trapping when v,, << v, is derived. Section IlI.B is devoted to a description of how current

relaxation can stabili/e the instability. The simulation method for allowing r, to vary in time is

also described. Simulated saturation levels agree fairly well with the predictions of' quasilinear

theory. Conclusions are given in Section V.

.. . .. . . . .A . .l. . . . : . . . . I I I I'I . .



11. INEAR 11III1FO)R AND S)IM(L ArI()N MODEL]I

A. Res lew f Linear "'heor.

Our model is it slab with t cOlstant density gradient in the t, direction (Fig. I . Jhe elec-

tron drilt across the magnetic field B,, - with mean fluid velocity

', r + r-, (il

"here v/ is the ExB drit velocity. and

r. In n, )(2)

is the electron diamagnetic drift velocity, w, is the electron cyclotron frequency, n, is the elec-

trori mass. 1 is the electron temperature and n(y) = n, a- is the density. There is no net

ion current in the x direction. i.e.,

i, + r. =0., (3)

which is a consequence of the ion pressure force being balanced by the ambipolar electric force

in the v direction. v. is the ion diamagnetic drift velocity as given

S Inn (4)

,,here I , , w. are the ion temperature, mass and cyclotron frequency, respectively. The

electrostatic simulations were performed with t-1 and displacement only in the x direction.

The lower-hybrid drift instabilitv is characterized by strongly magnetized cold electrons

aind unmagneti/ed hot ions with

(, << I >,+ I <<' ,

A ' >> I, /,, I, (5)

>> ;.

With these inequalities, the dielectric function for cold electrons and Maxwellian ions is

e\pressed as

I)IA ,) WD,. ) + il11) A,o,1)" (6)

-' + 2 - , + , ,

A Aj, t ,i . ... A;, " 7'
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'The real part of the frequency is determined to zeroth order in -1 «1 by
I')

l)R(A.,W,) = I + -- 0 (7)

The solution is

/,:WJ ? k, A I  o,, (8)

The growth rate, y=-l,/(O)R/Ooa),, is given by

Y = - " (0/1, (9)2 (I+k2//A,2,)

,here

. I , ,, (10)
A b, I +coj1 ,./csJ,.

is the wave number of the most unstable mode, and

OQ 1)

is the lower hybrid frequency.

B. Simulation Method and Linear Dispersion

In our simulation, the ions are unmagnetized, fully nonlinear, and modeled by particles.

The relative electron-ion drift velocity t, is v, = ,. - I,, v/ when T, >> T, Electrons

were represented as a warm fluid with linear susceptibility (. (AUw) which is given by

k. (A , ) - o I - I,,(b)e - h ,, k '. A),3WA W)= -_+ t 13)

I A.2 1 2 - kr I

from the local theory, where

h=kV T

W,(k = - [,,(b)("-, (14)

In, 0..

x ,-(nn - /,-nB )- - 11 -In T, -h (I - / (b)

1,,(h) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order n. The Id Fourier transformed

T---
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Poisson equation,

m + x, (A.c) ( ) ,), (15)

ma be written as

I + - W,(~cI

+ K ,6 -+--/Jl &(() (16)

+ A(A. (A-)(hb4 0) iA k,./)

by replacing w with the operator i- Eq. (16) was used to advance OA (I). Similar one-

dimensional hybrid simulations for the drift- cyclotron instability have been carried out by

Cohen et al." 4 '.

Quasilinear theory 7' 8 predicts that the field fluctuations of the lower-hybrid drift instability

saturate at a very low level compared with the thermal energy for ,<< v,, . In order to

observe growth in the linear regime in our simulation, it was decided to load particles orderly in

phase space (quiet start), with a Maxwellian distribution, in order to reduce the initial fluctua-

tion level. However, the quiet start Maxwellian consists of many discrete beams which can pro-

duce multibeam instability as pointed out by Dawson1 6 , hence, we needed to analyze the nor-

meal modes, of' the ion beams and the cold electrons with , from Eq. (13).

The ion susceptibility, X, , is obtained from applying the linearized fluid equation of

motion and equation of continuity to each ion beam of zero order drift velocity V, and density

with the well known result, for one ion beam

4 7r,V, ,e4irN= (17)
, ( WJ- / 1. ) "

The dielectric function is D(A,w) = I + x, + X, so that the dispersion relation D=O for many

ion beam is.

l ~_, =I (18)

im, (2 - V,)-

The dispersion relation was solved numerically by using the solver supplied by Au-Yeung

and Friedman' . It is found that there are two kinds of modes in the system: the lower-hybrid

MOM___
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drift wave with dispersion affected very little by the discrete beams- and the mullibeam instabil-

ity with growth rate comparable to that of' the lower-hybrid drift instability. In Fig. 2 dispersion

curves are plotted for the lower- hybrid drift mode and the fastest growing multibeaming mode

%kith parameters:

N - N, = 16384

n /, == 1600.,

A, /x= 1.44

i'i / v. = 0.424263,

0' 0

l,,il = Oand
L,,LIz = 0 .

L,, = =/(elnn/o.), L l/(6lnB,,/Ov) , and L, = l/(6lnT/by) are the scale lengths o1f the

density, magnetic field and temperature, respectively. A' is the number of beams, which ,as

taken as the number of particles because in the quiet start Maxwellian loading, each particle was

given a different velocity, in order to minimize the multi-beaming instability.

III. SIMULIATION RESULTS AT LINEAR STAGE

The corresponding simulation results for the mode number M = 5 are shown in Fig. 3

(the mode energy history plot) and Fig. 4 (the power spectrum vs. frequency plot at various

times). where the mode number M is defined as M=kL/ 21 . Typical parameters used are the

number of spatial grids NG = 64, the time step wA T = 0.2 , the length L = 44.43 Ap, . All

the results presented in this section are from single mode simulation, i.e., only one Fourier

component of electric potential was used to push ion particles. Figure 4 shows a well defined

lower-hybrid drift frequency at w/w,, 0.13b as well as man multibean mode frequencies.

As time goes on, the lower-hybrid drift wave grows faster than the mullibeam modes do, and

c',entually becomes dominant. We measured the lower-hybrid drift mode peak values at

diflereilt times, and calculated its linear growth rate. The simulation frequencies and growth

rates are Shown in Fig. 2- they agree with the prediction very well.
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In general, the growth rate for a given mode number M increases as r/ / i,, increases. Fig-

Lre 5 presents mode energy history plots for (a) ir/ ,, =0.57 and (h) 0.85, respectively. The

gro"th rates can be easily measured from the slopes of Figs. 5a and 5b. The dependence of the

linear mlode frequency observed in the simulation on r//v, and comparison of these results

%ith lincar theory (ELq. 18) for the mode number M=5 are given in Fig. 6. Mode 5 is approxi-

niately the most unstable mode for the parameters we used.

The addilion of' finite beta alters the growth rates. The beta value is given by

/3 -21. //.L, as I' = 0. In Fig. 7. dispersion curves are plotted for v, / v, =1.1314. ((a0)

I. 1./? = 0 anid (h) L,,iLH = -0.40 where the ncgati,,e sign means the gradients of density

and magnetic field have opposite directions. Figure 8 gives dispersion curves for

v = 1.. S6 . (,,0 L, /Lj=O , aind (b) L,,/Lj = -0.36. Figs. 7 and 8 show that the lower-

hybrid drift waves at small mode number M are stabilized by the finite beta effects associated

, ith the nonresonant V H,, electron orbit modification (the term-proportional to

lIH )HaB., r) in Eq. (6) ) as predicted by Davidson et al.11- I. Note that except in the limit

o/ /1 -0. , they predicted that there is a critical value /3, for the local plasma beta such that

[hc oker-h brid drift instability is completely stabilized 'r /3> ,..

I. ATI. RATION MECHANISMS

We have studied several saturation mechanisms of the lower-hybrid drift instability in an

unlorni magnetic field. Simulation results show that the instability is stabilized by ion trapping

" hen both the density gr,idient and the relative electron-ion drift velocity v,, are kept constant

in time because of' xternal circuits for example. It is found that the saturation level predicted

by quasilinear theory " is the saturation level of the most unstable mode via ion trapping.

.\llowing the electron cross-field driflt velocity i,, to vary in time, the wave stops growing at a

much lower level as the current relaxes.
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A. l)l "'rappilig

In our simulations, the potential j, (I) was advanced b) solving Eq. (16). Constant

values of' il , which drive the lower-hybrid drift instability, were studied first. In single mode

simliation for the most unstable modes, there are oscillations of the wave energy at the trap-

ping f'requency W (Fig. 5a and Sb) just alter the lime saturation and a vortex-like structure

emerges in the ion phase space plots after saturation (Fig. 9a and 9b) for i / /v =O.57 and (.85.

The end of wave growth k s accomplished by loll trapping. All of the phase space pictures are

presented in the a c fratnme, x- i, ,I =(onIan, where i0, was calculated from linear theory. It

is noted that 'ortices in Fig. 9a and 9b at small %clocities are not due to the multibeam instabil-

it . bc:ausC those ortices would appear at large elocilies.

WVc compared these saturation levels with the quasilinear theory as given by Davidson

under the assumpltion that the spectrum is strongly peaked about the fastest growing mode, for

i/ < t%,. Fig. 10a shows that the simulation data are in agreement with the quasilinear saturation

level E, given b. his Eq. (48)

E, 47 K..J_ . w,< (19)
4 5 IT," ] ii, / ,

There is a factor of Z2 diflerence in i, in our version of Davidson's equations because Of our

dtiflering definition of T, 1'=m : ,

It is necessary to explain why the sirmulations shows that nonlinear saturation was due to

ion trapping but the saturation levels agreed with Davidson's quasilinear theory. In dcriving

the saturation leel 4E, ( Eq. 19), I )amdson began vith an energ. conjsCrvation equation and the

onl real invocation of quasilinear theory seems to be the specification that saturation occurs

when the distribution function has been "flattened" around the mode phase velocity. Such

flattening could in principle be due to a variety of causes besides the usual quasilinear diffusion,

for example, trapping. Equating the field energy to the ion kinetic energy change due to

"'lattening" gives his Eq. (46),

( J I E. . (20)
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10I calculate the let t side ol' the .ib ve equation, 0- J~t assumed t hat the spectrum is

-,LufiCICIItl. peaked about 4 ~ wa~ enuniber corresponding to maximum growth Ior the

101 1L1ii Lill] Cooditions) that I +A !/A,"2 is a good approximation in the integrand in I q.

12)) his %%s equli\ lenlt to a single imode assumption. Eq. (19) v4as then obtained.

Fhe Irapping t'requenc.% is giken by

A..{i (21)

k lie re

is the electric potential ( 'sitng Eq. ( 19), we obtain

W I.,i ~ --7- -A-- (22)

yIin from Eq. (9) at A =A-. Eq. 122) can be rewritten as

= K1 j~j~flj(23)

V' hen i/< the trapping l'rcqUency is larger than the growth rate and hence larger then the

hand~sidtb Aouz y as well. Therefore, in trapping will be the Saturation mechanism when the

fa~stest growing tiode is dominant, mtid E, inl Eq, (19) will be the saturation lexel due to in

trapping. Comparisotn ol Fl. (23) with the observed trapping frequencies (as ill Fig. I I) ildi-

cates lViirh. good agreement for cases inl w~hich i- <j

Finrally lv. multi-1mode si mu latiotns have been performed, i.e..a il possible modes are excited

,it t () Ipicall R paratteters used were the samne as thtose for the single-miode roil. Th11

tas]test Lgrowin tig ode tended to reach the same saturation level no matter whet her onkl a sinlee

motde \ ,ts kcpt or all monides were included In the Isi MlulationS. In the \Nave fTrme of the most

ntibcMOde, the ton phaise space plot has ai vortex l'ormlation abouit i, = after saturation for

v )7,t sbom n inl I ig. 2,t. I1he length of' the plasma wkas 1. 277 and the iiUmbher of'



grids was N(i =64. Furthermore, a dip appears at the approxinate wa'e phase ',elocit' in the

ion distribution cure in Fig. 12b The ion phase space and the distribution curve are presented

in Figs. 13a and 13b for T /v., =0.85. [he corresponding ion phase -,pace picture for I.=4r.

and N( 128 is gien in Fig. 14, showing that trapping still occurred for a finer mode spacing.

i/ "hen AA %%as reduced to half, i.e._ AA/ =0.07. Figs. 12, 13 and 14 show the dominant

mode at sat uration to he A, = 1/,,2 , which is the fastest growing mode.

In general. trapping tends to flatten the local velocity distribution. centered on the wave

phase ',clocitv, over a sall resonant range ( ',,-r,,,,,,,,+ ). From Eq. (8). the phase

velocity of the lower-hybrid drift instability,

(24)

k -+k,

are well separated for different mode numbers k, and are much less than the ion thermal velo-

city for i, < < v . Therefore, each mode traps independently and flattens a different fraction

of the ion velocit distribution for the resonant velocity range 0< v < v Hence, Eq. 120) is

replaced b

( 1 ,,,,, = 4 5 .,,' 1 + A 2 /A .( 2 5 )

fhor t h saturation le ,cl of each discrete mode due to ion trapping. Comparison of the simula-

11011 saturatton field energy spectrum wkith Lq. (25) is given in Figs. I5a and 15b for single-

nmdc and mari-mode run,,, respectivelk, The co-exislence of the multibeam modes causes the

large error bar', shomn in Fig. 15. I lowe%, er there still is f'airh good agreement between sinula-

lion and theor. . Both S1itliulation datat and the theoretical cures for small A,, are not plotted

hecau.,,c, following Lq. (8. the real part of mode frequency is less than the ion cyclotron fre-

quenc for small i k, , and the lo er-h. hrid drift mode turns into an ion drift c.clotron

md(Ic; oMir theor. and SiMUlalions do not extend into that region.

'irapping wa also obser%,ed b% Winske and Liewer" in their 2d particle simulations with i

large than i. I or i > ;>.. ithey estimated that ion trapping required

- I . ( --',26)
, k
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a1nomalous transport.

For tlime I=,,A/ t>uh.l, We Use a predictor-corrector scheme. We detine predicted quan-

tities ,,, and I as

V',,= and ' = " (29)

BN solving Eq. (15). we obtain the predicted electric field LE,' and the field energy. We then

advance the particle velocities f'rom v" to v -" by using 1',', and calculate the predicted total

ion kinetic energ ft ', and ion momentum I,',

,. I 2, '(30)
I I

P, ( , (P, + P,, 12, 2 (31)

where P,' i t? j m .;, . Now we define the corrector portion of the algorithm. Eq. (27)

yields

= , + ( P'-P" )/1an, (32)

We substitute ,' into Eq. (28) and obtain

.In 1,'' m m,
- 2+ "+" + I--',-- 2 (33)S22 2 2

We then substitute ",; and F" into Eq. (15) and solve for the electric field P; and the field

energy E'

Using this method, the simulations agree with the linear theory at small wave amplitudes

for various values of tith. Fig. 17 shows a field energy history plot using time varying v., and

T and v1 /i,,=0.85 and nih A,=100. (The results are not sensitive to making wh t smaller.)

As compared to Fig. 5b. the instability now saturates at a much lower level because of' the

current relaxation that occurs. BN assuming that the system is stabilized via current relaxation,

the saturation level of' the fluctuation spectrum was estimated by Davidson et al.- at

E, = - (34)
2 2( + a,2,/ ,j)

the corresponding changes in the ion temperature and electron temperature after saturation

were given by
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IfI
I z t2j+,[i "3 "

,and

.I .. . .(36)

for 1 // < <I and i- / i,. << I. For our simulation parameters, . , / 1 and A 1 / 1 are about

I) and are too small to he observed. Comparison or simulation results for time ,ar ing i,

and I mith that for constant i, and 1 is given in Fig 10. showing that current relaxation sta-

biliics the instabilht. Ahen v,, and I' are d.namic- otherise, ion trapping stabilizes the mnsta-

hii6. For cases in which i' < K i. and u,, is allowed to relax in time. the saturation le%,cl of

4E 1l is so small that it is masked by the thermal fluctuations, wkhose levels are equal to

M-I " in our simulations. lhus. no data appears on the cur,,e labeled (h in Fig. 1() for

1, 0.) . N. ote that in a finite beta plasma, the particle drilts and magnetic field are coupled

and. consequentl., the anomalous dissipation of the particle drift energy and magnetic energ.

,re also linked. Therelore, the magnetic field effectivel, acts as a free energ) source to dri e

the instabilit ., and current relaxation will not occur"' .

N ((ON(It SIONS

)ne-dimensional particle-h.\brid simulations of the lower-h. brid drift instability in the Io

drih ,elocit. regime hae been described in this paper. At small amplitudes. the simulations

,igrcec er. \,ell with the linear theor%. Saturation mechanisms haw e been inestigated for cross-

field drift ,el citics less than the ion thermal ,elocit. It has been sho\%,n that the lower-h. brid

driIt istahilit. is stabili/ed b\ ion trapping if c:.oss-field dl't \elocilies are kept constant in

time hecausC of etCrnal circuit,. lor example. An anal ,tic firmula. which agrees ,er\ %ell

wth siniulation result,, for the sal urated field energy spectrum in k space for ion trapping ha',

been gi\cn in Sc. III .A If cross-lield drift ,elocities arc allfocd to \,r. in time. grow th of the

m,,tabilit. "ill he stabili/ed throUgh current relaxation.
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